I. Introduction
The principal concern of theoretical aerodynamics in the past has been with the theory of adiabatic flow. The development of a corresponding theory of diabatic1 flow is needed in order to provide proper theoretical interpretations of present basic experimental studies of combustion aerodynamics and to make possible the most general application of these studies to the design of combustion and ignition apparatus..
Quite general discussions have been given of several features of the diabatic flow of a compressible viscous fluid. Thus Kiebel [K-l]** has classified such flow into a number of dynamically permissible types with applications to meteorology, and Bateman [B-l] and others have proposed several variational principles. Unsteady diabatic flows less general than those studied by Kiebel are considered in meteorology but the. heat addition function apparently does not usually enter explicitly. (See for example the development of the Bjerknes theorem in Ch. VI of .) In the onedimensional or hydraulic approximation, steady, frictional, continuous (i.e., shockless) diabatic flow ([H-5] and references cited there) and discontinuous steady flow (deflagrations and detonations-see [B-l] , [B-2] , [H-l] , and references in [B-2] , [H-l] , and [H-5] ) have both been treated. However, there appears to be no published analysis which is designed to apply specifically to steady, diabatic flow of an inviscid, compressible fluid in two and three dimensions, although some transformations of the equations are useful in both adiabatic and diabatic flow.
Our purpose in the present series of papers is to describe the principal characteristics of steady diabatic compressible flow. The treatment will apply to both thin and thick burning regions and to subsonic and supersonic flow conditions if it is understood that algebraic equations should be added whenever necessary to express conservation of energy, mass, and momentum across flow discontinuities. The theory will not apply generally where viscous effects may be important, as in the interior of detonation fronts, ignition within boundary layers, etc. Our discussion depends upon the use of vectors other than the velocity vector to represent the flow, these vectors being chosen in order that the complexity of the basic differential equations can be reduced. A general discussion of these vectors will be given later (reference H-6). In the present paper, we shall derive new basic equations in terms of the velocity vector and in two other vector languages. We shall exhibit the physical content and implications of these equations for rotational and irrotational flow, sub-and supersonic flow and compare them with their counterparts in adiabatic flow.2
No effort is made to solve specific technical problems in this paper because it is believed desirable first to survey the whole field in coherent fashion. Formal manipula- *Received April 29, 1947. 'The word diabatic in place of nonadiabatic was suggested by Dr. D. J. Montgomery. **The number in square brackets refers to the list of references at the end of the paper. 2Some of these results were presented first in [H-2], [H-3]. [Vol. VI, No. 3 tion of the equations is based upon simple physical ideas. Boundary and initial-value problems are not discussed. Although only a few types of quasi-linear partial differential equations occur in this diabatic theory, and all these types have appeared in adiabatic theory, the boundary-value problems may be more difficult than in adiabatic flow because of the interdependence of the flow pattern and the position of an extended burning region.
Projected applications of the diabatic theory in the field of combustion aerodynamics provided the initial impetus for our research. It is hoped that the theory may prove useful in other fields as well. is the local velocity of sound.
II. Three-Dimensional Flow
In terms of W, the total or stagnation temperature T, and total pressure p, are given by
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DIABATIC FLOW OF A COMPRESSIBLE FLUID 223 T, = T(1 -IF2)"1 = r(l (1.9) p, = p(l -W2)~y/y~l = p(l + M2J/y \ (1.10)
The .symbols wF , b>w , and u>M will be used for the vorticity functions V X V, V X W and V X M.
2. Transformed equations. The basic dynamical equations, (1.1) to (1.4), can be reduced to a smaller number of equations containing only W, aw , p, , and a parameter q proportional to Q. We first express the continuity Eq. (1.1) in terms of W, p, , and T, with the help of equations (1.4), (1.9), (1.10).
(2. 
where qM -(y -l)Q/2a3 in accordance with the convention to be used in [H-6] . It is important to note that the dimensionless quantities qw and qM rather than Q appear in these transformed equations. As will be shown in H-6, reductions of the form employed here, (i.e., V = [g(N)RT)x/2 N), never yield equations in which Q is the most appropriate heating factor. 3. Comparison with adiabatic flow. In adiabatic flow, T, and pt are constant on streamlines though they can vary between streamlines [H-4] . In diabatic flow, however, the variation of Tt on streamlines is prescribed by Eq. (1.3) or (2.4), its variation normal to streamlines still not being restricted. The rate of change of pt along a streamline is proportional to qW and normal to streamlines, to the appropriate component of W X uir as in adiabatic flow [H-4] . The W language is thus particularly useful because it permits simple expression of the variations in stagnation pressure. In the M language, the quantity peyM'/2 is a more appropriate variable according to Eq. (2.10) than p or p, , but its variation along streamlines depends both upon qM and upon V -M.
We note that the new equations of motion (2.5), of continuity (2.7), and the first law (2.4) are more compact than the conventional equations (1.1), (1.2), (1.3) having been stripped of a non-essential variable in that now only pt , q, and W appear in place of p, p, Q and V. The new equations also connect directly the changes in p, and q with variation throughout the W field. By taking the curl of Eq. (2.5) we can eliminate p, and find another differential equation in addition to Eq. (2.7) which describes the variation of the W field. Thus, 
Thus the stream-tube diverges at sonic velocity if q > 0, converges if q < 0 and has minimum area for the adiabatic case q = 0 (cf. discussion in H-4). "One-dimensional" analogs of Eq. (3.3) are described in H-5.
4. Types of Irrotational flow: cov = 0. We first observe the consequences of irrotationality in the V field. Just as in adiabatic flow we find at once from Eq. (1.2) (cf. [H-4] ) that for <oF = 0, the flow must be barytropic, i.e., that p = F(p). The continuity equation (1.1) then leads us to a partial differential equation for a velocity potential <pv of familiar
where ab -dp/dp and Eq. (1.1) can be written in summation notation as follows:
?(al ~F?) S"2 5ViVi = 0> (4-2)
where VT and xr are the components of velocity and position vectors, respectively. When Q = 0, we obtain the usual adiabatic formula dp/dp = a2. We now see that, depending upon the relative magnitudes of M, V • s and Q/cvTV, al may differ from a2 by a factor of either sign as well as any magnitude (cf. S-l). In comparing with onedimensional flow in the direction of a; in a duct of (variable) area, we place V • s = -da/dx and Q/(c"TV) = dd*/dx (see reference [H-5] ) and obtain = a2M2(da + d6*)(M2 da + de*)~x ( 4.12) which is what could also be computed from Eqs. (15) and (17) We now show that given F(p) and appropriate boundary conditions Q can be determined as a function of position. Integration of Bernoulli's equation gives the functional relationship between V and p.
= \ VI-f p-'F'ip) dp where V2 is a known function of Si . Accordingly, T as a function of Si , and therefore also Q can be found along each streamline and therefore throughout the field of flow. This process, although complex, is direct; it would be essentially more difficult to proceed in the opposite direction, that is, with knowledge of Q (or some combination involving Q) because compatible solutions of (4.3) and (4.7) would not be obtainable for arbitrary Q functions. A note on the place of the Earnshaw pressure-density relation in the theory is in order. When co" = 0 in diabatic flow, a hodograph transformation yields an additional term proportional to Q in the hodograph partial differential equation for \p, the stream function. Assumption of a linearized (i.e., Earnshaw) p vs. p_1 relation corresponds to a restriction upon the type of Q function that can be specified. In order to obtain the partial differential equation for \p used by Chaplygin and by von Karman, the additional term proportional to Q must be neglected. Therefore, treatments which utilize any linearized p vs. p'1 relation in the Chaplygin equation can be regarded as approximate treatments of a special type of diabatic flow. (Compare also [V-l], p. 348.)
The previous discussion also indicates that a Glauert-Prandtl treatment (cf.
[T-2]) should be feasible. In the series of approximations leading to the expansion or contraction factor (1 -M2)1/2 where Mb = V0/abQ , ab will now replace a. The method is especially simple when the p, p relation is polytropic, p <=c p\ Then = (1 -Ml)Q/cvTM2b(l -(4.20)
According to the second of these equations, V?."r^ = 0 (4.21)
Thus in the Glauert-Prandtl approximation in a diabatic, polytropic field of flow, the function Q/cpT must be harmonic in the variables (£, 77, f). As Mb -* 0, Q and VVr likewise approach zero.
Other assumed (p, p) relations than polytropic or isentropic have not so far led to simple results of interest. in accordance with the notation to be used in [H-6] , which restricts the possible modes of variation of q or qw in that now qw only varies along streamlines and must therefore be a function of <pw . Accordingly, the W continuity equation can be written as follows:
V-(l -Wy^'W = (l + 1 -W2)i/y~1qw{(pw). (5.3)
In terms oi <pw this becomes V I" 1 _ W2 _ 2 /dtpw\2 d2tpw _ 4 yp d<pw d<pw d^w 7 L 7-1 \dXf ) J dx] 7 -1 w dXi dXj dxt dxt = {l I" ^2)(i * W2)qw{«,w).
(5.4)
This quasi-linear partial differential equation changes type when W2 = (dipw/dXi)2 = (y -1)/(y + 1) (i.e., for M = 1) from elliptic to hyperbolic as W increases. Equation (5.4) is reminiscent of Crocco's equation (number 11 in [C.l]) in the stream function for two-dimensional rotational flow in that a function (arbitrary) of the dependent variable appears on the RHS. Other similar equations will be derived later in generalizing the Crocco theory. It appears that equation (5.4) might be easier to solve than its analog for the irrotational V field, Eq. (4.3). The key functions in the two cases are qw(<Pw) and a,XV2) where V2 = ^(dpr/to.)2 and the second function involves higher order derivatives of the dependent variable than does the first. In both cases solution of the partial differential equation for <p is the central problem, for the equations of motion are integrated by Eqs. As M0 decreases, J -* £ and (6.8) approaches Eq. (6.6) in form. For larger M0 than corresponds to use of (6.6), J and £ are still approximately equal and qM is approximately proportional to F(<pM). It will be recalled that in the irrotational W field, qw = qw(<Pw) exactly.
III. Uniplanar Flow
When we pass to the two-dimensional case of uniplanar flow we find that there are a number of systems of variables in the three languages (V, W, M), each of which may be useful in the proper circumstances. On the one hand, in the "physical plane" we may choose W (or M, V) and 6, the direction angle of a streamline, or alternatively, potential and stream functions <p, \p to be the dependent variables (see [V-l] ). Cartesian or curvilinear coordinates may appear as independent variables. On the other hand, in the "hodograph plane" either the Cartesian components u, v or the polar components W (or V, M), 6 will enter as independent variables and usually <p, \p as dependent variables. We will now derive or state the differential equations for uniplanar diabatic flow for a number of these cases. Their most general form, that is, when neither q nor 01 vanishes, will always be given first. Because in some ways the W formulation appears at present to be the most convenient we will give the derivations in W language only. 7. The unit vectors s, n. The basic equations (2.5), (2.8) in the case of uniplanar flow are made easier to handle if the mutually orthogonal unit vectors (s, n, k) are introduced. The plane of the flow is normal to k, s lies in the direction of the streamline at each point and n in the direction normal to the streamline. The sense of the vectors is such that k = s X n.
(7.1)
Then it follows that &> = o>k, (7.2) W X <0 = -Worn. It should be noted that d/ds, d/dn cannot be treated like partial derivatives in general because these symbols are shorthand for the longer expressions, d/h,■ ds', d/hn' dn' where h,, and hn-are elements of the metric for the orthogonal curvilinear coordinate system s', n' and h,■ , hn-can be functions of both s', n'. Thus pt cannot be eliminated from (7.6) by simple cross differentiation but elimination can be effected by vector operations on Eq. (7.4) as shown in (3.1) which now can be written as IF(con + qs) X V log (1 -IF2) + V X (IFcon + qW) = 0.
(7.8)
After dotting in k and using the unit-vector formulas in the appendix we find that With the help of the expression for W-V log p, we can find another form which can be directly compared with Crocco's results. This form is 21F"> + co | log (co/p) = q ~ log [?/(1 -IF2)]. (7.12) Equations (7.10), (7.12) exhibit the intimate relationship between the heating factor q and the vorticity o> in steady flow. For example, if IF and therefore co are specified throughout the field of flow, then the variation of q/( 1 -IF2) and also of q [Vol. VI, No. 3 along directions normal to the streamlines cannot be arbitrarily specified although variation of this quantity along streamlines is still not restricted by (7.10).
Crocco's equation follows at once from (7.12) when q = 0, i.e., (co/p) = 0. (7.13) When instead, w = 0, then q is subject to the restriction (reference [H-3]) £ [q/( 1 -W2)] = 0. (7.14) This can also be written as *-£ -i<.Q/*,TV.) -0. (7.15) Both equations imply a degree of uniformity of the heating on curves normal to the streamlines if the flow is to be irrotational in the W field.
We will now suppose that W can be neglected compared to one, that is, that the flow is "incompressible." Equation (7.10) then reduces to [H-3] 2 W-qw* + £-£ (7.16)
Now when qw = 0, then doi/ds = 0, a known result for rotational incompressible flow, and when u = 0, dqw/dn = 0, or the factor q = qw does not vary on curves normal to streamlines. Finally, if dco/ds and dqw/dn are to remain finite as W -» 0, either qw or co (or their product) must likewise approach zero. Very low speed continuous flow therefore cannot locally be both diabatic and rotational with arbitrarily high values of q and co. It is shown in the appendix that V-s = dd/dn where 6 is the angle of inclination of a streamline. The continuity equation (7.7) accordingly becomes W(1 -ff,) M + (' -n") ? -(» + 7=1 w')q (7'17) both of which hold also when W is not <3C 1. These equations (7.16), (7.17), (7.19), (7.20) reduce to the conventional ones when q = u = 0.
8. Introduction of the stream and potential functions. We will follow Crocco and define a stream function in terms of (1 -W rather than in terms of pV (cf., however, [T-l]), and the potential function <p will be introduced similarly. Thus, we set [H-3] (1 -wy/y~lW = V? + V X k*, Combination of (8.10) and (8.13) yields the desired formula for to. When q = 0, <p may be taken to vanish and (8.14) then is a partial differential equation for ip which changes type, as W increases through the value c, from elliptic to hyperbolic. When w = 0, it is appropriate to use <pw and Eq. (5.4) gives similar behavior at W = c = [(7 -l)/(y + 1)]1/2. In general, with neither q nor co = 0, <p and \p are to satisfy (7.11), (8.4), and (8.14). Since there are three equations for the four dependent variables <p, \p, q, w, the system is underdetermined until one of them is specified independently. 9. The generation of vorticity by nonuniform heating. Let us suppose that in a field of compressible flow described in W language that ww is equal to zero upstream of a region R (see figure) and that only within II is q different from zero. Consider the curve N passing through R and intersecting all streamlines orthogonally. At A and B, outside R and on N, q = 0 but within R, q is different from zero. Then the rate of variation of q along N, represented by dq/dn, must also be different from zero somewhere between A and B, say at C among other places. Along the streamline through C, w must then be changing at C, according to (7.12) for, in general, the terms 2qu>/Wcod log p/ds + qd log (1 -W2)/dn will not cancel one another. Accordingly, on each streamline which passes through" a point on N (or other such curves) where dq/dn 7^ 0, du/ds will also not equal zero, and the value of u on some streamlines issuing from R will differ from zero unless the q distribution is of such a character that fB (du/ds) ds = 0 for every streamline passing through R.
Fig. I.
This situation also obtains in the incompressible case, as may be seen by referring to Eq. (7.16). When q is constant within R and changes suddenly at the boundaries of R to zero, then only along the streamlines (1) and (2) tangent to the boundary will co change in the incompressible case. The flow which has passed through R will have been accelerated (or decelerated) leaving vortex lines (1) and (2) to effect the velocity jump to the flow outside (1) and (2). The heated region will therefore create a disturbance not unlike the wakes that have been studied in adiabatic flow. where B is an arbitrary scalar function. These are the equations used in the development of (7.11).
It can also be shown that V-n = -k-V X s, V X s = k (10.14)
Concluding Remarks
Three representations have been studied of, steady fields of flow of an in viscid compressible fluid that contains distributed heat sources. Of these representations, that afforded by the vector W = V/ V, , where V is the velocity vector and V, is the (variable) limiting velocity appears to be the most convenient for rotational flows. Thus the intimate connection between vorticity co = | V X W| and the heating factor q = Q/V] (■Q is the energy added per unit time and mass) is shown in W language by the equation for uniplanar flow 2F-V + « | log {a/p) = q ~ log [9/(l -W2)} in which d/ds and d/dn denote spatial differentiation parallel and perpendicular to streamlines and p is the (static) fluid pressure..
It has proved to be convenient to broaden the concept of irrotational flow in order to include diabatic flow fields in which V, W or M = V/a (a is the local velocity of sound) is irrotational. Although the character of the corresponding heat source distributions is decidedly different in the three types of irrotational flow, the partial differential equations for the potential functions <p" , <pw and <pM are all quasilinear and, except in the case of <p, each contains an arbitrary function of the potential function, which is a consequence of the diabatic nature of the flow.
The question as to whether other representations than the three here studied may also be of interest in investigations of diabatic flow will be discussed in a subsequent paper describing the characterization of fields of diabatic flow.
